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Prudential Circle adds Spirit

First Team seminar
to clarify career path
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f you’re tired of trying to decipher the latest real estate
reports for answers or are
reconsidering a career in real
estate due to market uncertainty, First Team Real Estate has
created a free economic seminar
just for you.
Join First Team from 6:30 to
8 p.m. today at the Hilton Orange
County (3050 Bristol St., Costa
Mesa) to sort through alarming
“bubble bursting” reports and
market rhetoric to find concrete answers to the burning
questions surrounding the real
estate market’s next move.
The seminar will feature
renowned market forecaster
Gary Watts.
Accurately forecasting real
estate trends for more than 33
years, Watts’ long-term analysis
has drawn rave reviews from
the media because of his con-
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sistent accuracy.
His economic outlooks have
been spotlighted in various publications, including The Orange
County Register and the February issue of Fortune magazine.
He was also a guest on the PBSTV program “Real Orange.”
Together with First Team,
Watts will explore topics of growing concern for consumers and
new agents alike. Learn about
the “bubble” and if/when it will
burst, explore the future of interest rates and how increases will
affect the real estate industry,
and discuss the implications of
these market forces on a career
in real estate.
Seating is limited, and reservations are encouraged. For
more information or reservations, contact First Team’s
career development department
at 800-728-7277, Ext. 850.
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